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　Among the commentaries of Makura no soshi（枕草子） published in the modern period, Makura no Soshi 
Shunshosho（枕草子春曙抄） by Kitamura Kigin（北村季吟） is the most circulated and influential one. This 
dissertation considers its method of annotation and its great cultural influences.
　Shunshosho consists of the text of Makura no Soshi and two kinds of annotations, that is, the Tochu（頭注 
notes above the text） and the Bochu（傍注 notes written between the lines of the text）. The Tochu points out 
words having definite sources and explains official ranks, place names etc., while the Bochu paraphrases difficult 
expressions, points out subjects of ambiguous sentences and attaches corresponding Chinese letters to Hiragana 
letters in the original text for clearness's sake. Generally speaking, the Tochu offers interpretations of difficult words, 
while the Bochu presents contextual explanations.
　Shunshosho makes broad reference to literary works such as Genji Monogatari （源氏物語）, Kagakushos（歌学
書 books which explains Wakas）, Yusoku Kojitsushos（有職故実書 books which explain the customs in the Imperial 
Court） etc. in order to help readers precisely interpret Makura no Soshi as a work of literature. Sometimes it also 
offers didactic readings concerning how the emperor should act or how people should live.
　Shunshosho is easy to understand because its explanations are clear and concise in spite of its academic nature. 
As it has notes to numerous passages, those who read Makura no Soshi have used it as the text both in Edo era and 
after. The present author considers the influence of Shunshosho over Buson's Haiku poems（蕪村の俳句） as well as 
its relation with Arthur Waley's translation of The Pillow-Book of Sei Sho− nagon（1928）, Shunshosho being fully 
used by modern translators of Makura no Soshi.
172（13）
